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Sure the Indian of the America's has been spiritually oppressed by
a Song and a secret prayer ritual done against him on a daily basis for
at least 500 years, but his genetics have survived, Research into vague
Medieval Latin, which is vague, names PLESSISLESTOURS as the possible
place it was being done.
The ter‘mMÉDIEVAL LATIN, opened up another jar' of worms. This author
who is in a Destítute state because he is an American Indian, jeopardízed
his homelife by trying to locate references or evidence to true or any
type of' Medieval Latín by contacting alleged references as as
England, France, and Spain. The money spent and the results were in a
sícken state, because there was no authority on Medieval Latin or even
true Medieval Latin. What was even more confusing because the author
could read alittle of American Indian writtingsfand knew`_the
that is _done because American Indians have been writting treaties
between tribes and nations centuries before the white man came on the
scene, knew what he was looking for. There just to many culturual object
in the archives that had to be verified by the white man's system of
writtings on agreements between two nations. Some of these agreements
were done prior' to Modern English, Spanish, Latin, and Arabic; so the
next step _back would be MEDIEVAL and there was none. Suddenl_y__I was the authority on the subject and could not write,
read, or speak these old
Medieval languages. I only knew when each type of language came into use and when it was earsed off' the face of the earth. I
I'm not 'the only Indian that has this problem, just ask the Pueblos
of New Mexico who have treaties kept for them in the archives at Santa
written in a çívílized language that nobody can translate.

